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Abstract 
We propose a strongly polynomial algorithm for the minimum cost tension problem. Our 
algorithm is inspired by Goldberg and Tarjan’s ideas which deal with the minimum cost circu- 
lation problem. It consists of repeatedly canceling minimum mean-cost residual cuts. Hence, we 
I.., A_ --..-J,... L... -rl.-.. --..-Ll..-r-..:-l -.-r:...l_-rl -.. -1.1....- .-.1.1-1. ..______ I..r-..--rl.-- ._..__ nau LO consluer LWO omer comomxonar opumlzauon proolems wmcn possess Imeresung prac- 
tical applications: the min-cost and min-mean-cost residual cut problems (Hadjiat and Maurras, 
1995). 
1. Introduction 
Let G = (x, U) be a connected digraph with vertex set X containing n vertices 
and arc set U containing m arcs. A vector 8 E R” is a tension on graph G with a 
potential n E Rx such that V(i?i) E U.O~~,~! = 71: - 7ci. In other words, a tension is 
an arc-weighting having a zero sum on every cycle of the graph (i.e, for all cycle 
‘J> CuEy’ fl, - CuE7- 0, = 0). From the definition, we can deduce two interesting 
properties: 
?? any linear combination of tensions is a tension; 
?? a tension is orthogonal to any circulation (i.e, their scalar product is zero). 
We associate with each arc u of G a capacity interval [a,, 6,] C R U {-ix), +‘x~}, 
and a real number c, representing the unitary tension cost on this arc. 
The minimum cost tension problem consists in finding a feasible tension 8, i.e 
such that CuEC’ c,& is minimum. 
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In [5] we carefully described the duality between the min-cost tension and the min- 
cost circulation problems. We have shown that an optimal tension can be found by 
solving the dual problem to search for a min-cost circulation on another graph. Our 
aim in this paper is to give an algorithm that deals directly with the min-cost tension 
problem without solving the dual problem. 
The min-cost circulation problem has a rich history; a lot of algorithms begin devised 
for it. This is not so in the case of the min-cost tension problem. The first theoretical 
study on tension was by Berge and Ghouila-Houri [l j 3j; Next. Pla r 131 nronosed an , ~~.. L~-J T~-T---- ..__ 
out-of-kilter algorithm analogous to the one used for solving the min-cost circula- 
tion problem. Other nonpolynomial algorithms were given by Rockafellar [ 151 and 
Hamacher [7]. More recently, Maurras [12] employed cost scaling to get a poly- 
nomial variant of the out-of-kilter algorithm. In this paper, we present a new al- 
gorithm which solves the min-cost tension problem in a strongly polynomial 
time. 
Our algorithm is inspired by Goldberg and Tarjan’s article [4] on the min-cost circu- 
lation problem. Their ideas are extended by Karzanov and McCormick [lo] to solve a 
more general problem which is the separable convex optimization in unimodular linear 
E~XP~ Goldberg and Tarjan’s ~!onrithm cnp_s& nf ~pm=ntdv czncp!ing 2 ~_ip_im_~~y_ IF----” a-- ------ r------.7 
mean-cost residual cycle by pushing enough flow around the cycle to saturate an arc. 
They showed that this choice of cycles leads to a strongly polynomial bound on the 
number of iterations without the use of any scaling. By analogy, our algorithm cancels 
minimum mean cost residual cuts. 
Our paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce the c-optimality notion for 
tension (due to Tardos [ 161 for the circulation problem). The algorithm is presented in 
Section 3, followed by its complexity analysis in the case of integer costs, then in the 
general case (real costs). In the second part of the paper, started from Section 5, we 
describe how to find minimum cost and minimum mean cost residual cuts in a strongly 
nnlmnmial tirm= y”‘J”““““’ .A.11”. 
2. is-optimality 
Let us start by expressing the optimality theorem. In what follows, 8 denotes a 
feasible tension. 
Theorem 2.1. A tension 0 is optimal if there exists a circulation cp such that 
Proof. Suppose a tension 8 satisfying the theorem conditions. We denote by cp the cor- 
responding circulation. Let us show for another feasible tension l?, we have CuEU c,& < 
c uEu cue:. 
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Fig. 1. Optimality curve 
w C c,(& - t;:j - C cp,,(& - n” ,A U,)dU 
UElJ UEU 
(q is orthogonal to 0 - 0’) 
* c (CU - cpU)(& - Q:)60 
UEU 
Only one of the following cases may then occur: 
?? CPU = cu; 
?? VU < CU which implies necessarily BU = a,; 
?? cp,, > c, which implies necessarily BU = b,. 
So, in all cases, the term (c, - rpU)(& - 0:) is nonpositive. 0 
The optimality constraints can be viewed as every point (cpU, 0,) belonging to the 
above curve: We introduce now a notion of approximate optimality by relaxing the 
optimality constraints. The relaxed optimality constraints for circulations were first 
described by kva Tardos [16], and were used to develop the first strongly polynomial 
algorithm for the minimum cost circulation problem. 
Definition 2.1. For an E 20, a tension 0 is e-optimal if there exists a circulation cp 
such 
Note that optimality is equivalent to 0-optimal@. Furthermore, it is easy to see that 
13 is &-optimal if all points (cpU, 0,) belong to either the heavy curve or the shaded 
rectangle: So, we allow the points to be at a distance from the vertical segment of the 
curve which does not exceed E. 
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Definition 2.2. A cut o is said residual with respect to a tension 0 if 
C 
Vu E CO+, 8,, < b,, 
Vu E co-, 8, > a,. 
The cost of a cut CO is given by the following expression: 
cost(w) = c cu - c c, 
UECO+ l&IN- 
Its mean-cost is equal to its cost divided by the number of arcs it contains. 
The next theorem gives a characterization of e-optimal tensions in terms of residual 
cuts. 
Theorem 2.2. B is E-optimal if and only if every cut o residual with respect to t3 
satis$es 
mean-cost(o) > - E. 
In order to prove this theorem, we use the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. Let G = (X, U) be a graph where U = U, u Uz U U3 such that U3 n 
(UI u UZ) = 0 but U, f? lJ.2 is not necessarily empty. There is a circulation 9 such 
that 
(0 
{ 
vu E Ul, cp,dBu 
vu E u2, cpu>“u 
if and only iJ; for every cut w such that 
1 
O+CUl 
CO- 2 u2 ) 
we have 
E+P”- c al420 
uEw- 
Proof. Let TU = [d;,dz] be a circulation capacity interval associated with arc u. We 
build TU as follows: 
Y’u E u, \ u2, ru =I - WBUI, 
V’uE U2\Ul, l-u = [a,,+m[, 
VU E ul n u2, ru = bdu, 
vu E u,, ru =I - 00, +03[. 
It is clear that cp satisfies the conditions (I) if and only if Vu E U, qpu E Tu. From 
Hoffman’s theorem on the existence of a feasible circulation, such cp exists if and only 
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if every cut w of graph G has a positive capacity, i.e 
C d;- C d,>O 
u$<;;, ucii;- 
Let us now study the capacity sign of any cut o according to the type of arcs it 
contains. 
?? if o contains an arc u E Us then o has a positive capacity. 
?? if o- contains an arc u E Or,\&, the cut has also a positive capacity. 
?? The same situation occurs if an arc of U2 \ Ui belongs to o+. 
?? In the remaining case (w+ 2 U1 and w- 2 U2), we cannot state any affirmation on 
the sign. 
Therefore, Hoffman’s condition is fulfilled except for the 
and o- c Us; for these cuts it reads 
capacity(o) = C flu - C a, 20. C 
t&w+ l&o- 
Proof of theorem 2.2. Let us set 
UI = {u E U/O, < b,}, 
u2 = (I.4 E u/e, > a,}. 
(Therefore U3 = {ZA E U/a, = 19~ = b,}.) 
By Lemma 2.3, we get 3~ such that 
vu E u,, qudc,+E 
\Ju E lJ2, 
t--r. V cut o such that 
cpu3cu -E 
we have 
c (e, + E) - c (c, - E) 20, i.e, for all residual 
uEw- u60- 
c c, - c c,3 - l&,1 = (&I. 0 
uE(u+ ueo- 
When we take E = 0 in Theorem 2.2, we get another 
tensions. 
cuts o such that 0’. c UI 
cut 0, 
characterization of optimal 
Corollary 2.4. 0 is optimal if and only if all residual cuts have nonnegative cost. 
Corollary 2.5. Suppose (!I is a nonoptimal tension. Let E(Q) denote the smallest pos- 
itive real number such that ifI is E-optimal, and let ~(0) be the minimum mean cost 
over all residual cuts in graph G. We have 
E(O) = -p(O). 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, 19 is E-optimal if and only if every residual cut o satisfies 
~2 - mean-cost(o). Consequently, ~(0) = max,{-meancost( = -p(0). 0 
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3. Algorithm 
The algorithm we suggest is simple and looks as follows. 
begin 
?? look for a feasible tension 0, if none exists then the problem has no solution; 
?? else do: 
- find a residual cut o having minimum mean-cost. Let p be its mean-cost; 
- if ,u < 0 then modify 9 by canceling co: i.e 0 4 + it?“; where 
* P is the canonical tension associated with w: 
if u E Q+, 
if 24 E w-, 
otherwise, 
* and 1 = min {minUEw+(bU - &), minUE,-(0, - a,)}. 
until p 3 0; 
0 0 is optimal. 
end 
Iii ZXkX t0 fiiid a IG~XUI~ tEXiGii c,““:Ll _‘_ _“- I’“_ n ..,,. 11 I,..,..., ,1,,A+l.- ..,l.:,.l. _I..‘7 ) WG La,, UDG a wGII-luI"wII al~"L,n‘l‘, W111b11 lUl‘J 
in O(mn2) time. One has to notice that when 0 is modified in the algorithm, its cost 
strictly decreases because the cut used has a negative cost. In the case of integer costs, 
it is not hard to see that the algorithm ends after a finite number of steps. Indeed, the 
tension cost is at least equal to 
Furthermore, the cost of the tension decreases at each iteration by an integer value. 
So, the number of steps is finite. If costs are real numbers, we will prove later that 
the alonrithm alwavc tevrninat~c hv oivinu CI hmmrl fin the nmnh,=-r nf itwatinnc LLAW U’~““C”“’ La’..%&,” LVlllllllU.“” VJ ‘y ““a u “YYllU “11 .11_ 11..111”I* .,I I~-II..“*I”. 
The strongly polynomial routine that looks for residual cuts of minimum mean-cost 
will be described later. Let us rather analyse the complexity of the algorithm we have 
just described. 
4. Complexity analysis 
First, let us look at the key features of the minimum mean-cost cut. 
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Fig. 2. E-Optimality curve 
Proof. 
rndlrr,\ = -_!E ~““.\W, 
=.Z+ 
CIA - c GA 
UEw- 
= Et(Cu - vu> - C Cc, - CPA (since II cpu - C cpu = 0) 
UEw- UEw- UEO- 
= u~+(cu - CPU) + c -(cu - CPU>. 
uEwm 
Furthermore, since 0 is &-optimal, we have 
{ 
Vu E o+, c,-cp,B --E 
Vu E Cl-, G-cp,<E ===+ -(C, - CPU)> - E. 
SO, we have a sum equal to -1~ containing 1 terms such that each one of them is 
greater than or equal to -E; hence each term is equal to -E, as required. 0 
The following lemma considers the effect of a cut cancellation on ~(0). 
Lemma 4.2. Cancelling the minimum mean-cost cut does not increase ~(8). 
Proof. Let 0’ be the tension obtained after canceling a minimum mean-cost cut o 
(0’ = B + nP>. In order to prove that ~(0’) <e(Q), it suffices to show that 8’ is 
E(0)-optimal. Only tensions of the cut arcs are modified. Lemma 4.1 indicates that, 
before the cancellation, the points corresponding to the cut arcs were on the vertical 
boundaries of the shaded rectangle (see Fig. 2). It is easy to see that after canceling 
w, the points still remain on these vertical boundaries. So, the circulation associated 
with 0 also proves that 0’ is E(B)-optimal. 0 
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Lemma 4.3. Let 82 be the tension obtained after n - 1 cancellations of minimum 
mean-cost cuts, starting from 81. We then necessarily have E(&) 6 (1 - l/m)~(Qi ). 
Proof. The proof is done in two parts. (1) Among the sequence of minimum mean-cost 
residual cuts used to modify the tension, let w first not satisfy the following constraints 
(we will prove in (2) its existence): 
where cp is a circulation proving the E-optimality of 81 (for E = ~(01)). So, there exists 
uo E U such that either uo E o+ and c,, - q,, 3 0, or uo E w- and c,, - (pUo GO. 
We have 
cost(w) = c (c, - CPU) - c (cl4 - CPU) 
l&X+ UEw- 
= C(c.-Vu)+ c -(G-CPU) 
l&w+ l&w- 
> -(I - l)E 
Upnrp rn~~n rnot/rr>l> _ (1 _ l,/& 2 _ (1 _ 1 lrrr\r 1 P+ CI hP the tenrinn ;,,ot hpfnre the IIVIIVV) ““ULL-““OL\W, j/ ,rr*p. YYL ” “V LllV CV”Y’““JUUL ““l”lV CAAU 
cancellation of w. ~(0) = -mean-cost(o). By Lemma 4.2, &(&)<&(0)<(1 - l/m)&. 
(2) Let us now prove that we can not have a sequence of more than n - 1 cuts which 
satisfy the condition (II). A residual cut satisfying (II) cannot contain an optimal arc 
(i.e, an arc which belongs to the optimality curve). In addition, after each cancellation, 
at least one arc of the cut used becomes optimal. Since this arc will never be used in 
another cut, we can merge the two ends of the arc into a single vertex and continue 
looking for cuts which satisfy condition (II). Therefore, we cannot have more than 
n - 1 consecutive cuts satisfying (II). 0 
In order to bound the number of iterations of the main loop of the algorithm, we 
will first assume that all costs are integers. After that, we will study the general case. 
4.1. The case of integer costs 
Lemma 4.4. Let C = maxMEu Ic,j. Any feasible tension is C-optimal. 
Proof. Since we have jmean_cost(o)l d C for each residual cut w, Theorem 2.2 implies 
that Q is C-optimal. 0 
Theorem 4.5. If all costs are integers and E < l/m, then any E-optimal tension is 
optimal. 
Proof. Let 8 be any z-optimal tension. So for each residual cut w, cost(o)3 - 1~2 - 
rn& > - 1. The quantity cost(o) is an integer, therefore it is nonnegative and B is then 
optimal. 0 
We can now establish the complexity of the algorithm in the integer case. 
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Theorem 4.6. If all costs are integers, a min-cost tension is obtained after 
O(nm log(mC)) iterations. 
Proof. According to Lemma 4.4, the initial tension d satisfies ~(0) < C. When ~(0) < 
I/m, 0 becomes optimal (by Theorem 4.5). In addition, Lemma 4.3 says that for every 
n - 1 iterations, ~(0) is reduced in the worst case by (1 - l/m). For convenience, we 
replace in the following calculations, n - 1 by n since this cannot change the result. 
Suppose that the algorithm stops after i iterations. Then, 
C( 1 - ; )i!, < A, 
; log( 1 - A) < - log(mC), 
n log(mC) 
i < - log(1 - l/m)’ 
Since we have, for m > 1, log(1 - l/m)< - A; hence 
1 
-iog(l - l/m) 
6 m: 
i < -log(l - l/m) 
nlog(mC) 6 nm log(mC). 
So the total number of iterations is at most O(nmlog(mC)). 0 
4.2. The case of real costs (general case) 
Lemma 4.7. Let 8 and 8’ be two feasible tensions such that 3g E U with 0, # 0:. 
Then there exists a cut w containing g (g E o+ or g E o-) such that 
Proof. Suppose there is no cut satisfying the conditions of the lemma. This means that 
there exists a cycle y containing g (y E y+ or y E y-) such that 
0 - 0’ is a tension having its sum on cycle 5’ equal to the following expression: 
c (6, - 0:) - c (0, - 0:) = c (0, - 0:) + c (0: - 0,) 
l&i’+ U E _,’ - l&i’+ U E *,’ - 
Since the term of this sum corresponding to arc g is strictly negative and since all 
other terms are nonpositive, this sum cannot be zero. This contradicts the fact that 
8 - 8’ is a tension. 0 
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Definition 4.1. An arc g is said to be e-fixed if the value of the tension through this 
arc is the same for all e-optimal tensions. 
One can note that for an e-fixed arc g, es is the same for any optimal tension 8, 
namely 8, is the optimal value of the tension on this arc. 
We can then deduce the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.8. An E-optimal tension with all arcs of the graph &-jixed is optimal. 
Lemma 4.9. If 8 is an E-optimal tension with an arc g satisfying Icg - ‘psi >2mE, 
then g is &-jixed. 
Proof. We have 
c~-(~~G -2me, (1) 
Icg - ‘PSI >2rn& - or 
‘ps-cs< -2mE. (2) 
Since !j is F-ontimal (1 j XI+ 0, = h, and (2) =I+ (jg = q. Let 0 he a fplg&!p _ _=_ ____ -_, \ -, 
tension such that f3; # es. Let us show that 8’ cannot be e-optimal. Let l_J’+ = {u E 
U/e: < 0,) and U’- = {u E UN: > 0,). According to Lemma 4.7, there exists a cut 
w containing g such that w+ C: U’+ and o- C Cl’-. Clearly, 
vu E iF, a,,d8; < &,Gb, ==+ 0, > a, and (9: < b,, 
vu E U’-, a,,<& < t$ab, ==+ 0, c b, and (3; > a,, 
cost(o) = CuEw+ (cz4 - CPU) - ,Y&-(c, - CPU) = Cuew+(c, - CPU) + Cu&% - cu), 
e&-optimal +VUEW+, c,-cp,,<~ andQuEo_, qu-c,de. 
In addition, (1) + g E wi- and (2) ----I’ g E o-, hence cost(o)g(Z- l)e-22me < 
-mE. So, mean-cost(o) < --E. Since o is a residual cut with respect to 8’, 0’ cannot 
be ~-““timal ??“y”““..” 
Remark. We have proved that during the algorithm e(e) does not increase. Therefore, 
if at a given step an arc is E-fixed, the value of its tension will remain the same 
until the end of the algorithm, because all tensions manipulated in the sequel will be 
e-optimal. So, we can say that this arc is fixed. 
Lemma 4.10. After O(nm log(2m)) iterations (cut canceling), an arc belonging to one 
of the cuts used is jixed. 
proofi &nsi&r a ~~mu=nre of n.gf!q(2,%) itfvatinnc inct hpfcrp heoinnino this QP- 1”----- -.-...“~--.,, J..y. b--------D 
quence, E = e(e) and at the end of the sequence, E’ = e(e’). By Lemma 4.3, we have 
E’ d E( 1 - l/m)m’os(2m). Since ( 1 - k )m10s(2m) < & (because log( 1 - k ) < - i ) we get 
E’ <~/2rn which may be written E >2m&‘. Let w be the first cut of the sequence; its 
mean-cost is minimum and is equal to --E. Let q be the circulation proving that 8’ 
is &‘-optimal. Then cost(w) = --I& = ‘JJuEw+(c, - cpU) + CuEo_(qPu - c,). Since the 
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average of the terms of this sum is exactly -E, at least one of them is less than or 
equal to -E, i.e 3g E w such that cg - ‘ps d -E or ‘ps - cg d -E, which is equivalent 
to 
So y is El-fixed at the end of the iteration sequence. IJ 
The following theorem gives the strong polynomial complexity bound in the general 
case. 
Theorem 4.11. After at most O(nm’ logm) iterations, we obtain an optimal tension. 
Proof. We have proved in the preceding lemma that after O(nm logm) iterations, an 
arc belonging to one of the cuts used is fixed. We know that this arc will not be taken 
in later cuts because the cancellation would modify its tension. Consequently, after 
O(nm* logm) iterations, all arcs will be fixed, and the tension becomes optimal. D 
Several cut problems are NP-hard; however, we will prove in the next section that 
looking for the minimum mean-cost residual cut can be done in polynomial time. 
5. The minimum cost residual cut problem 
A part of the difficulty in this problem comes from the fact that the search must be 
done among a specific family of cuts (i.e, residual cuts). In fact, it is not difficult to 
see that for all subset of vertices A, we have cost(o(A)) = CiEA cost(o({i})). So, if 
we want to find a minimum cost cut among all cuts in the graph, we have to use a 
algorithm to do it: choose w(A) with A = { i E X/cost(o({i})) < 0 }. 
Further, in order to remove the restriction of the search, we associate with every 
arc u two different costs c,’ and c; according to the orientation of the arc when it is 
taken in the cut. The cost of a cut is then redefined as 
cost(o) = c cf - 
LEw+ Uz_ G. 
The values of c,’ and c; are calculated by the following rules: 
?? if a, < Ou < b,, c,’ = c; = c,; 
?? if a, = Ou < b,, c,’ = c, and c; = -M; 
?? if a, < 0, = b,, c,’ = M and c; = c,. 
Cinrp an ZJ~I. II havino n h ic tlPVPF 1lCPA in 54 TPCiAllIl n1t ,WP n?Pl-crP it.2 turn PrdC “lll”I u-1 Y&1 us ALU. “A& uu = “U .., ILV, .,1 YYV., 111 u I-YICIUYA “Y.) ..v “‘V’b’ It.” C.7” “Ll..Ll 
into a single vertex before starting the search. The constant value M is chosen in such 
a way that the cost of a nonresidual cut is greater than the cost of any residual one 
For this, it suffices to take M = 2 CuEU Ic,(. 
Obviously, the new cost of a residual cut is equal to the old one. Therefore, find- 
ing a min-cost residual cut comes to determine an ordinary cut minimizing this new 
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cost. The algorithm solving the last problem is able to prove the nonexistence of any 
residual cut in graph G by returning a cut with a cost greater than M/2 as a solution. 
Unfortunatly, the trivial algorithm described above doesn’t work with this new cost 
function. 
Remark that V’u E UC,’ >c;, so the cost of a cut may be interpreted as its capa- 
city if c; and c,’ denote, respectively, the lower and upper capacity bounds of arc u. 
Consequently, our problem may be reduced to determine a minimum capa- 
city cut. Since there is no necessarily feasible circulation with respect to the capacity 
intervals defined above, we cannot use a max-flow algorithm in order to determine 
the minimum capacity cut. One can easily see that in the framework of the min-cost 
tension problem, the existence of such a feasible circulation implies the optimality of 
the current tension. However, we will see how we can reduce our problem to another 
one solved by a max-flow algorithm. 
5. I. Reducing to the min (r,s)-cut problem 
Let us start by introducing the min (r,s)-cut problem. Suppose we are given a 
1: -..,-1. ____^_^ 4Z.7,. _^_^^ :4.. ,J u&rap”, a II”IIIIegaLI”c; balJ”b1Ly uu for each arc ii, ,.,A +--r-\ A:,*:..-.:“i.,A ..,A;“,.” illlll LW” UIDLIIIguIsIIeu “cXLI~e> 7 
and s. The min (r,s)-cut problem is to determine among the set of all cuts a(A) (A 
subset of vertices) separating Y and s and satisfying r E A and s # A, the one whose 
capacity cap(c-44)) = CuEw+(A) d, is minimum. It is known that this problem may be 
solved by a max-flow algorithm with capacities [O,d,]. Indeed, in this case the zero 
circulation is feasible. 
In this section, we will prove that the min-cost residual cut problem is polynomially 
reducible to the min (r,s)-cut one. Let us come back to our initial problem and define 
a function f on every subset A of vertices by f(A) = cost(o(A)). 
Proof. We have to prove that VA, B CX, f(A) + f(B) 2f(A U B) + f(A fl B). It is 
not hard to see that f(A U B) = f(A) + f(B) - f(A n B) - c,,,(c,’ - c;), where 
Y = {(i,j) E U/(i E A \ B andj E B \ A) or (i E B \ A andj E A \ B)}. Since 
V’u E U, c,’ 2s~; the lemma follows. 0 
Lemma 5.2. f satisfies the following identity: For all A,B,C disjoint subsets of X, 
f(A u B u C) = f(A U B) + f(A U C) + f(B U C> - f(A) - f(B) - f(C). 
Proof. For any subsets I and J of vertices, let UIJ and S~J denote 
U, = {(i,j) E U/(i E I and j E J) or (i E J and j E I)}, 
S1J = c (c,’ - c,). 
UErJfJ 
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Kx : complete digraph on X 
d,; = 0 w dts=f(liJ)-~d~l 
d,, = i$f({Q) + f(W) - f({id)l 
Fig. 3. Graph G’ 
We have 
f(A u B) = f(A) + f(B) - SAR, 
f(A u c> = f(A) + f(C) -SAC> 
f (B U C) = f(B) + f(C) - SK, 
f(A U B U C) = f(A) + f(B) + f(C) - SAB - SAC - &c. 
Hence, the identity is true. 0 
Cunningham [2] showed that a submodular set function satisfying the relation of 
Lemma 5.2 (without dealing with a specific optimization problem) may represent an 
(r,s)-cut capacity in a digraph G’ that can be built as follows: G’ = (X’, U’), where 
X’=XU {T,s} and U’ = {(r,i)/i EX} U {(i,s)/i EX} U {(i,j) EX xX/i #,j}. Let 
us define the capacity d, on each arc u of U’ as follows (the notation dc;,,, will be 
contracted into dij): 
?? Vi EX, d,, =O; 
?? v(U) E X x X/i #j, d, = ~Lf({il) -t .fW}> - f({U))l; 
?? ‘di E X, dis = f({i)> - Cjcx\Ii) dq. 
For all A C X let d(A U {r)) denote the sum 7‘. r _, , I, ,.., , d,. Graph G’ is illustrated UUtZW \A”i’J, 
by Fig. 3. 
Lemma 5.3. 
VA cX,J‘(A) = d(A u {r}) (III). 
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Proof. The proof is done by induction: 
d(0 U {r}) = C df+ = 0 = f(0). 
iEX 
Let i E X; then 
d({i} U {r}) = C dij + dis = f({i}). 
iEX\tiI 
Let i, j E X; then 
d({i,j} U {r}) = c dik + c djk + 4s + djs 
kEX\{i,il kEX\{i,j) 
= C dik+ C dik+f({i}) 
kEX\{Lil kEX\{iA 
- c dk +f({j)) - c djk 
kEX\{i} kEX\W 
= f({il) + f({j)) - dj - dji 
Analogous to the proof of lemma 5.2, we establish V,4, B, C G X disjoint, d(A U BU C U 
{r}) = d(AUBU{r})+d(AuCu{r})+d(BuCu{r})-d(Au{r})-d(Bu{r})-d(Cu{r}). 
Suppose condition (III) is true for IAl bn where n 32, and let us demonstrate it for 
(Al =n+ 1. 
IAI=n+ltiA={i}u{j}uB wherei,jEXand/Bl=n-1, 
d(A U {r}) = d({i} U {j} U B U {r}) 
,,r: :1 I r.., \ ,,r:, I n r-.I\ I J/r .1 I n, I r .1\ = a(l~~Jl” 1’11 +-“\IZl UD ” I’JI I- atlJJ “D ” tr11 
-&Ii) U jr)) - d(G) U {r)) - 4B U (7)) 
= f({W) + f({il UB) + f(W UB) - f({il) - f(W) - f(B) 
= f({il U {_i) U B) 
= f(A). 0 
The previous lemma allows us to state that our problem is to identify minimum 
capacity (r,s)-cut in G’. This can be performed by a strongly polynomial algorithm if 
the arc r~nnncitien 2t-e a!! n~nneostive 1 et 11s see hn\nl @ ~yerc~me this &fi_r&v The r------- c)I--. _. --I-- _I ,’ ---- 
only arcs of G’ susceptible of having negative capacities are the arcs (i,s), i E X. Let 
i E X such that dis = -ki < 0. Let US increase dri and dis with the same quantity ki in 
order to set dis to zero. Let us see the effect of this growth on the (r,s)-cut capacities 
of G’. Let A CX; if i E A then the change of d(A U {r}) is only due to the variation 
of diz. If i $! A then the change of d(A U {r}) is only due to the variation of dri. 
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Therefore, VA 2X, d(A U {r}) increases by exactly k,. Performing this computation for 
all vertices i of X such that di, < 0, we obtain 
f(A)=d(AU{r})- C $=d(AU{r})-K 
iEX/d,, <o 
Since K is a constant, our problem reduction remains valid. 
Complexity 
?-_ ._.._.-:.__ r!.... JI-.. --..__-.L:.._ _..-._I. /. :..r_ ,7, I- I-.--:.--r-3 I... 11.- __,_~..I. -YZ~,-- one ruririq wnt: 1or convening g:rdpn or imo cr is uominaceu my me scdrLn oi me 
minimum capacity (r,s)-cut in G’, which is equivalent to compute the maximum flow 
between Y and s. As far as we know, the fastest max-flow algorithm is due to King 
et al. [ll] and runs in O(min{IX’IIU’( + jX’12+‘, IX’llU’~log(lX’I)}) where E is any 
positive constant. Therefore, the complexity of the min-cost residual cut algorithm is 
0(n3). 
6. The minimum mean-cost residual cut problem 
Mnnv nrnhlmnc jn c~m&ztoric! nntimimtinn fit the fnllnwino nnttwn. find 2 con?- -._“__= r’-l~-_~‘u .,y . . . . . . I...A.,-A --. ..&_ Av-A., . . . . . b y”““‘AA’ 
binatorial structure with the minimum cost, where the cost of a structure is the sum of 
the costs of its elements. Such problems are called linear combinatorial optimization 
problems. For instance, in a nondirected graph, the minimum spanning tree problem 
and the minimum cost cycle problem are linear combinatorial optimization problems. 
Sometimes, there are also weights associated with the individual elements, and the 
weight of a structure is defined as the sum of the weights of its elements. Finding a 
structure with a minimum mean-weight cost (cost divided by the weight) is called a 
linear fractional combinatorial optimization problem (LFCO). For example, the mini- 
mum ratio-spanning tree problem and the minimum ratio cycle problem belong to this 
fmnilv cf nrnhlmnc ‘“““‘J Y- ““~~~~~U. 
Several authors investigated LFCO problems by using Newton’s method since by 
this method it can be proved that solving an LFCO problem is equivalent to finding 
the root of a convex, piecewise linear, increasing function. Each Newton’s algorithm 
iteration consists essentially in solving the underlying linear problem. What is advan- 
tageous is that Newton’s method works with any routine for the linear problem since 
it treats this computation as a black box. Karzanov [9] noticed that Newton’s method 
runs in a strongly polynomial number of iterations for any LFCO problem with uni- 
form weights. More recently, Radzik [14] showed this characteristic for general LFCO 
problems 
The mnc4el ,IPPCI tn fnlmcal;ve th;r rlor. nf nmhlm-nc ;o the fnllnw;nm An 1 EPn lllV &II”U”I UUlU C” I”IIIIUI,&V L1ll.J UlUO.3 “I yL”“Luluu LO LllU l”ll” ** “‘6. LI11 _I b” 
problem is a specification of a set of structures 1 c{O, 1)” and two vectors a, b E Iwp. 
A 0-l vector x E x is the characteristic vector of the structure it represents. Structures 
are some special subsets of the underlying set of p elements. Numbers ai and bi are. 
respectively, the cost and the weight of element i. The values a’x, b’x and a’x/b’x are 
the cost, weight and mean-weight cost of the structure represented by x. The aim is to 
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minimize atx/btx subject to x E x. In order to perform Newton’s method, we assume 
that Vx E x, b’x > 0 and that 3 x E 1, atx < 0. 
Now, we will use the formulation just introduced to represent the minimum mean- 
cost residual cut problem. For this, we associate with each residual cut a characteristic 
vector x E (0, 1}2m such that 
Vl<i<m, Xi = and Vm + 1 <i<2m, 
ULrl~I WISC 
1 if i E w-, 
Xi = 
0 otherwise. 
The associated cost and weight vectors are respectively a = 
( > 
2, and b = 1 (vector 
with all components equal to 1). 
The assumption 3x E x, a’x < 0, is not embarrassing because the nonexistence of 
residual cuts with negative cost means the optimal@ of the current tension. New- 
ton’s algorithm applied to the minimum mean-cost residual cut problem is written as 
follows. 
Begin 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
End 
Find the min-cost residual cut. If the cost is non negative then stop. 
G-0 ; 
Among residual cuts o, compute h(6) = min,(cost(m) - 61~1) = cost(&) - 6161; 
If h(6) = 0 
then & is the optimal cut having 6 as mean-cost; stop. 
Else 6 + cost(&)/lbl and goto (3); 
We have some interesting properties on Newton’s algorithm proved in [14]: If C$ 
denotes the value of 6 at iteration i of the algorithm, then \J i > 0 we have h(6i) GO, 
6i+l < 6i, and 6i d 0. 
Let us see now how to perform step (3) of the algorithm: 
Hence, computing h(6) comes to find a minimum capacity residual cut with arc 
ranz~Gti,=c &=npn&nt nf A Fnr pa-h STP II UTP ct=t ~“yLa”“‘v” ..‘y”“YY”c v* Y. s “I VY..ll ..I” ..%) .I_ UIC 
?? if a, < 8, < b,, c,’ = c, - 6 and c; = c, + 6; 
?? if a,, = O,, < b,, c,’ = c, - 6 and c; = -N; 
?? if a,, < 6, = b,, c,’ = N and c; = c, + 6; 
where N = 2x,,, IcU - 61. It is clear that with these new capacities, we can apply 
the minimum capacity cut routine introduced in Section 5.1, provided that the new 
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capacity function is s&modular. For this, it suffices that Vu E U, C; <cz which is 
verified since 6 < 0. 
6.1. ComplexitJl of the minimum mean-cost residual cut algorithm 
Theorem 6.1. In at most m+l iterations, the algorithm,find.s the minimum mean-cost 
residual cut. 
Proof. Let us denote by w, the cut obtained while computing h(6,). 
We have 
h(6,) = 
6 
=I 
= 
Hence, 
COSt(C0,) - SjlOi/ 
cost(w+l> - +A+, 1 
cost(w+1) - &+1 I(&+1 I + (&,I - &)lw+I I 
h(6t+l> + (at+1 - ai)lW+l I 
h(6,+1) + zjo~i+,, according to (*). 
If iteration i f 1 of the a!vnrithm i< not the 1Rct then h(A:, I ‘l -q 0 and &hi) < 0. D----‘---- -., --- - --__ _-__, ---_._ ..\_,T,,
The inequality established above becomes: 
I < 1 _ M&+1) h(h+l) > o ~j loi+, I < 1 IWl I 
Ia I h(62)‘h(6,) IWil ’ 
thus 
1(0,-I / < loi/. 
Therefore, the algorithm cannot make more than m + 1 iterations. C 
7. Conclusion 
We recall that the min-cost tension algorithm runs in 0(nm2 logm) iterations, each 
iteration involving the search of a minimum mean-cost residual cut. We have shown 
that this cut can be found by Newton’s method at most m + 1 calls to the minimum 
cost residual cut routine. As we saw, the complexity of this last procedure is 0(n3). 
Therefore, the min-cost tension problem can be solved in a strongly polynomial number 
of elementary steps, namely O(n4m3 logm). 
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It is interesting to know that Goldberg and Tajan’s algorithm [4] performs no more 
than 0(nm2 logn) cycle canceling operations, which is not far from the O(nm2 logm) 
bound found for our algorithm. However, it is much easier to search for minimum 
mean-cost residual cycle since it can be found in O(nm) time using an algorithm 
of Karp [8]. Hence, with the current complexity of the minimum mean-cost residual 
cut problem, looking for an optimal tension is harder than looking for an optimal 
circulation. 
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